Each combinatorial strict inverse semigroup S is determined by (1) a partially ordered set X which in fact is the partially ordered set of the J^-classes of S, (2) pairwise disjoint sets I a indexed by the elements of X which in fact form the collection of 3f-(equivalently: J^-) related idempotents and (3) structure mappings f afβ : I a -> Iβ for a > β satisfying certain compatibility conditions. The multiplication on S can be described in terms of the parameters X, I a , f at β . Conversely, the system (X I a , f a ,β) can be characterized abstractly in order that it defines a uniquely determined combinatorial strict inverse semigroup. In this paper, the constituting parameters X -> la 9 f a ,β of the combinatorial strict inverse free product S of a collection of combinatorial strict inverse semigroups Si are described in terms of the parameters of the semigroups S,.
1. Introduction. The (2^-)free product of an arbitrary family {S/| / G /} of algebras of the same type all of them belonging to the class "V is the coproduct Π* Φ i* 1 ^ There are homomorphisms φt: Si -> Y[*Sj, i e /, and for any T G *V and homomorphisms ψi\ Si -• T, / G /, there is a unique homomorphism ψ: Π*Si -> T such that φiψ = ψi for all / e /.
From purely universal algebraic considerations it follows that the free product exists for any variety "V of inverse semigroups and is generated by isomorphic copies of the members of the given family (see, for instance, Gratzer [5] ). Free products have been studied for several classes of semigroups. Semilattice free products and semilattice of groups free products are considered in the book of Petrich [14] . Band, completely simple and completely regular free products have been investigated by Jones [9, 6, 11] . Inverse semigroup free products have been studied by Jones [7, 8, 10] and Jones, Margolis, Meakin and Stephen [12] . The aim of this paper is to describe combinatorial strict inverse semigroup free products. A combinatorial strict A part of the results has been presented at the Conference of Semigroup Theory, Oberwolfach, July 1991. 201 inverse semigroup is an inverse subdirect product of combinatorial Brandt semigroups and/or the trivial group. This class forms an inverse semigroup variety and plays an important role in the study of the lattice of inverse semigroup varieties (see [14] ). Each such semigroup S can be described quite efficiently by (1) a partially ordered set X (which in fact is the partially ordered set of all principal ideals of S), (2) pairwise disjoint sets I a indexed by the elements of X, (3) structure mappings f a j\ 7 α -> I β (for a > β), (4) a function δ: I x I -• X where I = \J aeX I aThe function δ is determined by the parameters (l)- (3) . The semigroup S is realized as the union of the pairwise disjoint sets I a x I a The multiplication in S is described by the structure mappings f a 9 β and the function δ. After having introduced some basic facts about combinatorial strict inverse semigroups in §2, in §3 we shall outline heuristically how the free product of two combinatorial strict inverse semigroups is constructed. In §4, a combinatorial strict inverse semigroup S will be constituted out of a given family of such semigroups Sj, where i e I, according with the ideas of §3. The structure set X of S, the corresponding sets I a , a e X and the structure mappings f a y β will be described in terms of the ingredients of the respective semigroups Si and by means of equivalence relations on certain sets. A process which determines the ^-function for S will be provided. In §5 we shall prove that the so constructed semigroup S is the free product of the combinatorial strict inverse semigroups Si. This also will lead to certain triples which can be interpreted as "canonical forms" for the free product of the semigroups Si. Finally, in §6, we shall present an example showing that the word problem for free products of combinatorial strict inverse semigroups in general is not decidable. Throughout the paper, the term "free product" will stand for "combinatorial strict inverse free product".
paper. In this context, the variety of all combinatorial strict inverse semigroups plays an important role. This class is the least inverse semigroup variety which is not Cliffordian (that is, completely regular). Applying the structure theorems of [14, Chapter XIV] or of [1] to the special case of combinatorial strict inverse semigroups, the following description can be obtained (see [1, Corollary 2.6] ).
THEOREM 2.1. Let X be a partially ordered set. For each a e X let I a be a non-empty set such that I a Γ\Iβ = 0 if a Φ β. For each pair a > β let f a ,β-la -* Iβ be a mapping subject to the following conditions:
(1) fa,a =id/ β , (2) f a ,βfβ,γ = f<*,y whenever a>β>γ, ( 
3) for any i e I a > j £ Iβ > &, β e X, the set has a greatest element, to be denoted by δ -δ(i, j). Let S = \J ae χ la x la and define a multiplication on S by (/, j)(r, S) = (if a ,δ(j,r) , Sfβ 9 s(j,r))
where ij'e/ α , r.selβ. Then the groupoid S, to be denoted by (X I a , f a9 β) is a combinatorial strict inverse semigroup. Conversely, every combinatorial strict inverse semigroup can be so constructed.
Given S = (X; I a , f a ,β) then X is isomorphic to the partially ordered set of all principal ideals of S and will be termed the structure set of S. The i^-classes of S then are precisely the sets I a x I a , a e X. Notice that 31 = J? in each strict inverse semigroup. The mappings f a j are the structure mappings of S. Further, each mapping f aί βxfa iβ :
I a xla ->l β xlβ, defined by (i, j) *-+ [ifa^βjfaj) in fact is a partial homomorphism from the ϋ?-class I a x I a to the ϋ^-class Iβ x Iβ . The function δ: I x / -> X (where / = \J aeX I a ) is the δ-function of S. Notice that δ is determined by the parameters X 9 la, fa,β -The structure set X of a (combinatorial) strict inverse semigroup has the following properties (see [1, Proposition 2.7] , /i) (fc n , /«) = (k\fa ι ,β ι , /l/α,,^) * * * ( k nfa n ,β n , l nfa n ,β n ) -
The greatest lower bound of a finite subset {αi α π } of X will be denoted by inf{αi, ... , a n } provided it exists. For the two element set {α, β} instead of inf{α ? β} also a Λ β will be written. In the following we shall deduce some further results which will be needed in §4. and let ί G I be such that w e I# x 1$. By induction and the definition of multiplication in S it follows that δ = δ{i\, ... , i n } which can be expressed as the mentioned infimum.
Notice that the mentioned element δ can be obtained by computing the product w . For the construction in §4 we shall need the following concepts. DEFINITION 1. Let S = (X; I a , f a j) be a combinatorial strict inverse semigroup. For k -1, ... , n let i k e Ia k for some a k e X and A = {i\, ... , i n }. Then δA = max{y <αi, ... , α«|/i/ αi?7 = ••• = i n fa n ,γ}.
For singletons {/^} this means δ{ί k } = a k . Further, if jaf = /} is a collection of finite subsets Aj of U«GX I<* t * ien put DEFINITION 2. Let X be the structure set of a combinatorial strict inverse semigroup S. A finite non-empty subset A c X is admissible if any two distinct elements of A do not have a common upper bound in X.
Let X be the structure set of a combinatorial strict inverse semigroup and let A c X be a finite non-empty subset of X. Consider a finite sequence (π 7 ) of partitions of A as follows. Let πo = {{a\}, ... , {α w }} if ^4 = {αi, ... , α w }. If ^ is admissible then let (πj) consist of πo only. Otherwise choose elements a\, c*2 £ A which have a common upper bound in X and put %\ = {{a\, 0:2}, {^3}, ..., {α M }}. Suppose that π y = {^4 7 i, ... , A^} has already been defined. Put inf %j = {infAji, ... , inf-4^.} . If for any u Φ υ , inf ^4 yw and inf ^ do not have a common upper bound then let π 7 be the final partition of the sequence. Otherwise choose A JU , Aj V e π 7 -such that inf Aj U and inf Aj V do have a common upper bound in X and let π/ + i consist of A JU u ^4/ v and the remaining blocks of π ; . (In such a case it may happen that inf A JU = inΐA JV .) If mfA JU and inf A jυ have a common upper bound then inf Aj U Λ inf Aj V = inf(Aj U U ^4^) exists. Hence by induction it is justified to assume the existence of inf Aj k . Since the number of blocks |π/| is strictly decreasing there is a least n such that inf π n is admissible and | inf π n \ = \π n \. DEFINITION 3. Let X be the structure set of a combinatorial strict inverse semigroup and ^CJbea finite non-empty subset of X. The sequence (π y ) of partitions as it is constructed above is an admissible sequence for A. If π n is the final partition then A = infπ n is the admissible set generated by A. LEMMA 2.5. The admissible set A generated by A is uniquely determined.
Proof. If |41 = 1 then A = A is admissible and there is nothing to prove. Let \A\ = n > 1 and suppose that the assertion be true for all B with \B\ < n -1. If A is admissible then A = A and there is nothing to prove. Otherwise there are elements αi, c*2 G A which have a common upper bound in X. These elements can be chosen in order that a\ A aι $. {a?>, ... , a n } (for instance, if they are minimal in A). Let B = {aγ Aaj, 0:3, ... , a n } then \B\ = n -1. Let πo, ... , πfc be an admissible sequence for ^4. For each j let σ, be the partition of A which arises from π 7 by forming the union of the blocks containing a\ and aι provided these blocks are distinct, or σj = Uj otherwise. In the respective block of σ 7 now replace the elements a\ and a 2 by c*i Λc*2, for each j, which yields a sequence {σ'j) of partitions of B. The transition πj -• n J+ \ is of the form Aj U , ^ -• Aj U uAj V . Hence the transition σj -* σ 7+ i is of the form either A ju , A jv -+ ^7 w U Λ^ or A iu U ^ , A jυ -> Λ, M U ^ * U A jv or ^4/ w U Aj V -> Aj U U ^ , depending on the blocks of a\ and a 2 . Denoting the blocks in the corresponding partitions σj by ^7 then σ'j -* σ} +1 is of the form ^, ^ -^U^ or (^MUi4 A y, A' jv -+ (Aj U \jAj x yuA'j V or (^^u^)' -> (^nU^tyt;) 7 . The latter case happens precisely once. In this case, crj = crj +1 and σj +1 may be deleted in the sequence (σj) so that it is an admissible sequence for B. Now A = infπ^ = infσ Π = inf σ^_ t =5. Each admissible sequence (π ; ) for A therefore can be associated with an admissible sequence {σ'j) for B and both of them yield the same admissible set B. Since by hypothesis of induction B is uniquely determined, so is A. The set ^(X) of all admissible subsets of X forms a Λ-semilattice if Λ is defined by Al\B -A\JB . The mapping α κ» {α} embeds the partially ordered set X isomorphically into 3°{X). However, meets will not be respected in general by this embedding.
(4) If a partial product on X is defined by α f\ p β = inf{α, β} if and only if α and β have a common upper bound in X then 9 Λ) is the free semilattice generated by the partial semilattice
The partial order on the set of all admissible sets &{X) which is defined by the above mentioned semilattice structure is characterized as follows. Proof. First, if some a e X has a lower bound β in the admissible set B then by admissibility of B, this lower bound is necessarily unique. If each a e A has a lower bound β e B then an admissible sequence for A u B can be obtained by successively forming the sets {oti^, at , ... , β} where β G B is the lower bound of the elements ctf i , α/ 2 , ... G A. Conversely, suppose that a G A has no lower bound in B. By definition of the algorithm which constructs C = A U B, it follows that each element of ^4 u B has a lower bound in C. Consequently, C φB.
The following result characterizes the admissible set generated by some set. 
A heuristic consideration.
In this section we briefly outline the idea of how the parameters X, I a , f a 9 β of the free product of two combinatorial strict inverse semigroups S = (X$ Ia s , f a ,β)
can be expressed in terms of the parameters of the latter semigroups. Let /, j G 7 α , /:, / G 7 αr and consider the product (/, j)(k 9 1) G S * Γ. The partially ordered sets X$, Xr can be assumed to be disjoint order filters in X. Let a e X correspond to the ^-class of (/, j){k, /), that is,
Then a £ X$ U XT . All we know is that a s > a and aγ > a. By the universal property of the free product it seems likely that for β G Xs U Xj, β > a if and only if β > as or β > aγ. Considering the mappings f a^a and f a^a , all we know is that ifa s , a = ^/α Γ ,α . Again by the universal property of the free product, it is reasonable that fa s ,a is injective on I as and so is fa T , a on Λ* Γ Also, uf a^a Φ vfa ,a whenever {u, v) ηfi (j, k). (If the mentioned assertions were not true then one could construct an example being in contradiction to the universal property of S * T.) Finally, I a = /Q/Q S)Q U Ia τ fa τ ,a since otherwise S * T would not be generated by S and T. We therefore are motivated to identify the element a with the equivalence relation on I a u Ia τ identifying j and k and all other equivalence classes being singletons. The set I a then is an isomorphic copy of (Ia s U Ia τ )/a. In this way, each a e X can be associated with a certain equivalence relation on some set I a U U I a for a suitable 1 n finite set {a\, ... , a n } C X s u Xγ. The question arises which finite sets {a\, ... , a n } C X s u XT and which equivalence relations a on I aχ U U 7 α appear in this description of the elements of X. We consider two examples.
Let (i, 7) € 7α 5 x 7 ttj , (w, υ) G 7^ x 7^ and (fc, /) G 7 αr x I aτ and suppose that as and ^ have a common upper bound γ$ in X s . Then by Proposition 2.2, their greatest lower bound δ s = as A βs exists in X^ . It can be shown that δ s also is the greatest lower bound of as and βs in X. Therefore, if (x, y) G 5 * Γ represents any product containing a factor of I a x 7 α and of In x 7Λ and (x, y) G 7j x I δ then 5 < ^5 . We therefore have by Lemma 2.3:
The corresponding α is the equivalence relation on Is U 7 αy , identifying jf a s and /c as well as / and ufβ $ s (rather than an equivalence relation on 7 α U Iβ U I aj ) . Thus two distinct elements of the above mentioned set {αi, ...a n } belonging to the same structure set cannot have a common upper bound (within their structure set). Now take u) . In this case, the "correct" domain of a is I δ u Ia τ rather than I as U /^ U / ttr . This condition implies that the equivalence relation a cannot identify two distinct elements of LL <z y la for U = S, T. It turns out that these two observations in fact are sufficient in order to describe the parameters X, I a , ^ ^ of the free product of a given collection of combinatorial strict inverse semigroups. The next section gives precise definitions and shows that indeed a combinatorial strict inverse semigroup is obtained in the outlined way. Section 5 then proves that the so constructed semigroup in fact is the free product of the given semigroups.
4. The construction. Let / be an index set and be a set of pairwise disjoint combinatorial strict inverse semigroups Si whose structure sets X( are also pairwise disjoint. The upper indices in Q} and f a ι »i indicate to which 5/ the element a 1 and thus the mapping f a i ni "belong". This upper index sometimes will be omitted. The partial order on ΛΓ, will be denoted by </ and thê -function of Si by <J, . Recall the definition of an admissible subset of ΛΓ, . DEFINITION 4. A non-empty subset A c \J ieI X t is admissible if there are i\ 9 ... , i n e I such that
That is, a set A c (J /€/ X z is admissible if and only if it is finite, nonempty and each non-empty /-component iA of A is an admissible subset of Xi. Denote by ^{X\, /) the set of all admissible subsets of ΌieiXi DEFINITION 5. Let A c \J ieI X( be a finite subset and apply the process which constructs the admissible set to each non-empty /-component iA of A. The result, to be denoted by A, will be termed the admissible set generated by A. Defining the Λ-operation in i, /) by A AB = AΛJB then &{Xi, /) becomes a semilattice.
The so obtained semilattice (^(X/, /), Λ) is the free product of the semilattices (^(Xi), Λ/) , iel. DEFINITION 
at most finitely many α-classes contain more than one element.
For A e &{Xi , /) denote by X A the set of all admissible equivalence relations on I A .
Notice that the set X A may be empty for an admissible set A . Let A be an admissible subset of some X;. If a is an admissible relation on I A then a is the identical relation on I A by condition (1) and H Λ = I A . By condition (2) this is only possible if A consists of only one element. Hence X A = 0 if A c X z and |^4| > 1. Condition (1) reflects the second example in §3 whereas conditions (2) and (3) reflect that the free product is constituted by all finite products (xi, y\)(x 2 9 yi)"' {Xn , y n ) where (xj, yj) e S ij . By condition (1) it follows that each a class contains at most finitely many elements.
In the following, we shall call an equivalence class trivial if it is a singleton. We will not use this result so that the straightforward proof is omitted. The partially ordered set X of Definition 7 will be the structure set of the free product of the semigroups Si. We proceed to define the respective sets I a and the structure mappings f a β (here ~ indicates the difference to the mappings f a ι βl ). DEFINITION In the following we shall prove that the system (X; 7 α , f a β) defines a combinatorial strict inverse semigroup. We therefore have to find a ^-function δ: |J 7 α x U 7 α -> X.
Construction of the δ-function for (X 7 α , f af β).
Let α, β e X, xa e I a , yβ e Iβ . Suppose that a e X A , β e X B . Let C\ = AuB be the admissible set generated by A u B (as described in Definition 5 Each of the elements a k , ^/ has a (unique) lower bound in C n , say α*; > tk a n d ^/ > τj (and > denotes the partial order in the respective set Xi). We now may apply the mappings fa k ,τ k respectively fβ τ < and obtain a finite sequence
such that w^, ^^ G 7 Tfc , z\, ^z' G I τ >. By construction we also have s e I Ίχ = I τ i, t e I τ > = I τ j and (υ', u; ; ) G WK r t . Consequently, ŝ atisfies condition (2) of Definition 6. It has been already mentioned that the generating relation U n uV n uW n contains only a finite number of pairs with distinct entries and this implies (3). = {δj{x}\x e H Cn } = iC n , the /-component of C n . Consequently, C n +\ = \JiC n = C n . By definition, U n = £/ rt +i, V n = V n+ \, W^ = W n +\ and thus τ/ w = η n +\. On the other hand, if r\ n is not admissible then there is i el such that η ι n has a non-trivial equivalence class. The construction of C n +\ now implies C n > C n+ \. and vη π are non-trivial -classes. Since (u 9 υ) £ η n these ^-classes are distinct. Since uf n = Λ y/n+i ft = vf n , wf/ Λ /ι and ^^Λ are contained in the same ί7 rt+ i-class aη n +\. As mentioned above, each non-trivial ^Λ + i-class contains the f n -image of a non-trivial η n -class. Therefore e n > e n +\.
Combining Lemmas 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 we have the following COROLLARY 4.7. There is a unique least n G N such that η n is admissible. In this case, η n = η n+ \ = and C n = C n +\ = . DEFINITION 9. Let τ = τ(x, a, β, y) = η n be the (uniquely determined) admissible relation for x, y and α, β in the sequence A/! , η 2 , ....
In the following, the admissible set C n where τ(x, α, β, y) = J/ Λ will be denoted by Z>, its elements will be denoted by τ If uaυ then uf a , τ « C/« ^/ α , τ , and the analogous assertion is true for β . That is, τ < a, β . Let x' e xo;n/ αl , y f eyβ G /^ and denote by τ*' and τ{ the respective lower bounds of α' and ^ in 2). Then xα/ α?τ = (^> t ,)τ = {y'f β^τ{ )τ = yβf β , τ since τ contains W n . In particular, τ G Z)(x, a, /?, y). On the other hand, let y < a, β be such that xaf a γ = yjff/^ y . Let G be the admissible set such that y e XG-Since γ < a, β, so by Definition 7 it follows that each element γ* e C\ = AuB has a unique lower bound v ι in G. Next apply the appropriate functions ft u * to the relations U\, Fί, f^i, respectively, which have been defined for the construction of τ. We obtain the relations U f , F 7 , W ι , to be defined as follows: ) is contained in the equivalence relation which is generated by U n U V n U W n . Applying the appropriate mappings f χi v x yields the relation (7'uF'u W which is contained in γ. In particular uf τ t v i γ uf τ j y] , that is, γ < τ. D
We have thus shown that the system (X I a , f a β ) satisfies the conditions (l)- (3) of Theorem 2.1 and thus defines a combinatorial strict inverse semigroup. However, the sets I a are not necessarily pairwise disjoint for distinct a, β E X. In order to ensure disjointness for distinct ^-classes they actually will be realized by the sets I a x {a} x I a rather than by I a x I a . In fact we have shown the following. Notice that the structure of S is uniquely determined by the structure of the semigroups S/, i e /. o find τ = τ(l, ε a9 6β 9 s) as it is described in §4, we first have to find the admissible set generated by {a} U {/?} = {a, β}. Two cases are possible.
The main theorem.
Case (1) . The elements a and /? do not have a common upper bound in X t . Then C = {α, /?} itself is admissible. Now consider the relation η on 1Q which is generated by the binary relation U\ U V\ U PFi as it is defined in §4. Since ε a and Sβ are identical relations it follows that η is the equivalence relation on IQ generated by the pair (/, s) That is, δiη consists of the element £,-(/, s) to which perhaps a and/or β are/is adjoined (depending on whether I a respectively Iβ contain elements distinct from / respectively s). In any case, the admissible set generated by δ^η consists entirely of the element <J, (/, s). The procedure for obtaining τ therefore has to be applied only once. The domain of τ = τ (l, ε a , ε β , s) then is the set h.(i, s ) 
Case (2) . If a and /? have a common upper bound then the meet a /\ β exists. The admissible set C generated by {α, /?} consists entirely of the element v = aΛβ . Now consider again the equivalence relation 77 = η* on I C = I V which is generated by C/i U Fί U W\. Since ε α and ε β are identical relations we only have to consider the set W\. That is, δiη consists of the element δi{lf aiV , sfβ iU ) to which perhaps v is adjoined. Since v -a ί\β we have v > δi(lf a^ , sfβ it/ ) = δi(l, s) = δ. Consequently, the admissible set generated by δ t η is given by δtf = {£,-(/, s)} = {^}. Again, the domain of τ = τ(/, ε a , εβ, s) is /<?. By construction and similarly as in case (1) it follows that τ(l, ε a , Sβ, s) is the identical relation on I δ , shortly denoted by ε$ . As in case (1) we now observe that (k, l)ψi{s, t)ψi = Next we show that S = (X / α , f a j) is generated by its subsemigroups Si ψi = {Xi 7 α , ,f a < 9 βή. THEOREM 
Γ/zβsemigroup S = (X; I a , f a β)
as it is constructed in Theorem 4.9 is generated by the set |J zE/ Siψi. V(g(a) ) which is not a cut-vertex. That is, removing the vertex a 1 from g(a) (and also the edges containing α 1 ') yields a connected graph g. Since g = g(β) (defined in the same way as g(a) for β = α|/g) is connected, also the second condition for admissibility of β holds. In particular, β G Xβ -By admissibility of α there exist w G / α /, υ G /# such that wαv. Next define an equivalence relation a f on /^ as follows: for a certain ξ e XA . By definition of multiplication in S, ξ is the equivalence relation on I A which is generated by β U vβ x {u}, that is, £ = α. Further, it can be seen easily that xβfβ, a = xα and wεf εa = wα. For any x G Iβ and w G / α / therefore (xα, α, tx α) G T. Since Γ is closed under inversion, also (wa, a, xα) G Γ. Taking both alternatives for either different x, y e Iβ or different w, z G 7 α / and multiplying the so obtained to elements appropriately yields (xa, a, yά) G Γ for any x, y e Iβ and (wα, a, za) G Γ for any w, z G I a i. Summarizing these four cases, (jα, α, ta) G Γ for any s, t e IA NOW let α G XA and assume that the assertion be true for all β G XA for which β > a. Let x, y G 7^ . If α is not maximal in X A then by conditions (1) and (3) Since C2 is the admissible set generated by δη\, by Lemma 2.7 each γ ί2 G C 2 has the (unique) lower bound ξ t in G. That is, G < C 2 . By induction it can be seen that Cj > G for all j. In particular, C q = D < G. By definition of γ and since ξ G A it follows that uf γ ,ξζvf γ ,,<*, , whenever wy^. Consequently, ^ < 7 and thus γ = τ, as required.
We now are ready to prove the main result. THEOREM Proof. Let Γ = (7 / α , g a ,β) be the free product of the (pairwise disjoint) combinatorial strict inverse subsemigroups Si = (Xi / α ι, f a i βi) and assume that X t c 7 for all / in the appropriate way. For each i G / let ^ : Si -+ S be the embedding (7, k) H-> (7'ε, ε, /:ε) as described by Proposition 5.1 where j, k & 7 α , and ε = ε/ z for α' G X/. Let ψ: T -> S denote the unique extension of the mappings ψi. By Proposition 5.2, S is generated by \J ieI Siψi.
Hence ψ is surjective. Consequently, ψ is injective and thus is an isomorphism between T and S.
Lemma 5.3 and Theorem 5.4 provide the following criterion for equality of two words in the free product of the combinatorial strict inverse semigroups 5/ = (X/, I a i, f a * β t ) (this generalizes Theorem 4.1 in [1] The triple {hfa^γj 9 y, r nfa H ,γ n Y) can be interpreted as a "canonical form" of the product (l\ 9 r{) (/" , r π ). However, the process described in Lemma 5.3 for obtaining such a "canonical form" in general is not "effective" or "computable". It is not expressed purely in terms of the algebraic operation of the inverse semigroups Si. If all involved semigroups Sf are finite then the procedure can be effectively computed. This follows from the fact that for a given (that is, the elements and the multiplication are completely known) finite combinatorial strict inverse semigroup S, the partial order X = S/<f, the sets I a and all mappings f ay β can be effectively computed. Also, for two given elements it is decidable whether or not the respective J^-classes have a common upper bound. In particular, Theorem 5.5 provides a solution to the word problem for the free product oΐ finite combinatorial strict inverse semigroups. The next section shows that this is not true for the general case.
6. A counterexample. The following example is obviously influenced by the example of Jones-Olin in [9] . A function /: N -> N is computable if there is an algorithm (a computer program) which for any given weNas input computes nf. For a precise definition and a characterization of computable functions see, for instance, Cohen [4, ]. An important theorem on computable functions says that there is such a function /: N -» N whose range is not recursive. That is, there is no algorithm which for given n eN decides whether or not n € Nf. Now take such a function / and define a semilattice S as follows. For i = 1, 2 let N/ = {n t \n e N} and S = {0}UNiL)N 2 ,
